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Abstract
Identity verification becomes a challenging task when it has to be automated with high accuracy and
non-repudiability. The existing methods such as passwords and photo identity cards are inadequate to meet
such heavy demands. Automated biometrics-based authentication methods can meet all the demands. An
overview of the fast developing and exciting area of automated biometrics is provided in this paper. Several
popular biometrics including fingerprint, face, iris are briefly described and an introduction to evaluation
methods is presented.

1 Introduction
In the modern networked society, there is an ever growing need to determine or verify the identity of a person.
Where authorization is necessary for any action, be it collecting a child from child-care facilities or boarding
an aircraft, authorization is almost always vested in a single individual or a class of individuals. There are a
number of existing methods, summarized in table 1 used by society or automated systems to verify identity.
Traditional existing methods can be grouped into three classes [24]: (i) possessions; (ii) knowledge and (iii)
biometrics. Biometrics is the science of identifying or verifying the identity of a person based on physiological
or behavioral characteristics. Physiological characteristics include fingerprints and facial image. The behavioral
characteristics are actions carried out by a person in a characteristic way and include signature and voice, though
these are naturally dependent on physical characteristics. Very often the three identification methods are used in
combination. A key is a physical conveyor of authorization; password plus user ID is a purely knowledge-based
method of identification; an ATM card is a possession that requires knowledge to carry out a transaction; a
passport is a possession that requires biometric verification.
Early automated authorization relied on possessions and knowledge, but there are several well-known problems associated with these methods, which restrict their use and the trust that can be placed in them. These
methods verify attributes which are usually assumed to imply the presence of a given person. The most important drawbacks of these methods are (i) possessions can be lost, forged or easily duplicated; (ii) knowledge
can be forgotten; (iii) both knowledge and possessions can be shared or stolen. Consequently (iv) repudiation
is easy (it is easy to deny that a given person carried out an action, because only the possessions or knowledge
are checked, and these are only loosely coupled to the person’s identity). Such drawbacks are not tolerable in
applications such as high security physical access control, bank account access and credit card authentication.
The science of biometrics provides an elegant solution to these problems by truly verifying the identity of the
individual. For contemporary applications biometrics are being automated to eliminate the need for human verification, and a number of new biometrics have been developed, taking advantage of improved understanding of
the human body and advanced sensing techniques. Newer physiological biometrics that have been developed
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Method
What you know

Examples
userid, password, PIN

What you have

Cards, badges, keys

What you are

Fingerprint, face.....

Comments
Forgotten
Shared
Many passwords are easy to guess
Lost or stolen
Shared
Can be duplicated
Non-repudiable authentication

Table 1: Identification technologies.
include iris patterns, retinal images and hand geometry; newer behavioral biometrics, still in the research are
gait and odor.
Measurements of the behavioral characteristics must be insensitive to variations in the biometrics due to
the state of health or mood of the user. The physiological characteristics remain fairly constant over time. A
biometrics system works on an enrolled data set which is the first step. After enrolling, the user can be a verified
many times.

1.1 Identification vs. Authentication
Basically, there are two types of application scenarios: (i) identification; and (ii) authentication. In identification,
also known as 1:N matching, the system uses the biometric to determine the corresponding person from a
database containing many people, or decides that the person is not enrolled in the database. In authentication,
also known as 1:1 matching or identity verification, the system matches the input biometric against a single
biometric record. The latter could be stored on a card presented at the transaction time, or looked up in a
database with the help of a key such as an account number or employee ID. The output of the match is either
“Yes” if the two biometrics match or “No” otherwise. Often during the enrollment process, we need to employ an
identification system to make sure the person is not already enrolled and the subsequent usages are authentication
instances using the unique number assigned to the user during the enroll.

1.2 Application characteristics
Several applications require biometrics. In general, wherever there is a password or PIN, we can think of
replacing them with biometrics. However, each application has a different set of requirements. For example, an
ATM requires unattended type of biometrics where as a welfare disbursement center has a supervisor available.
An application can be characterized by the following characteristics: (i) attended vs. unattended; (ii) overt
vs. covert; (iii) cooperative vs. non-cooperative; (iv) scalable vs. non-scalable and (v) acceptable vs. nonacceptable. By scalable, we mean that the database being scalable with no appreciable performance degradation.

2 Pattern recognition-based biometrics systems
Biometric systems can be cast as a generic pattern recognition system as shown in Figure 1. The input subsystem
consists of the special sensors needed to acquire the biometric signal. Reliable acquisition of the input signal
is a challenge for the sensor designers, in the face of interpersonal and intrapersonal variations and varying
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Figure 1: A generic biometrics system.
environmental situations. The signal in its raw form contains the required identifying information hidden among
a mass of irrelevant information. Invariant features are extracted from the signal for representation purposes in
the feature extraction subsystem. During the enrollment process, representation (feature) templates are stored in
the system. The matching subsystem accepts a query and reference templates and returns the degree of match or
mismatch as a score. A final decision step compares the score to a decision threshold to deem the comparison a
match or non-match. The overall performance of the system depends on the performance of all the subsystems.
In addition, the system designer has to focus on efficient storage and retrieval, error free transmission and
possible encryption and decryption of the result as well as intermediate signals.

2.1 Classification errors and performance evaluation
To assess the performance of a biometric system, we analyze it in a hypothesis testing framework. Let the stored
and the acquired one be pattern
. Then, in terms
biometric sample or template be pattern
of hypothesis testing, we have null and alternative hypotheses:
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2.2 Measures of performance
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The measure is also referred to as the match score. When
, is referred to as a matching score and
and
are called a mated pair or matched pair. When
, is referred to as a nonmatched score and
and
are called a non-mated pair.
For expression 1, deciding
when
is true gives a false acceptance; deciding
when
is true results
in a false rejection. The False Accept Rate (FAR) (proportion of non-mated pairs resulting in False acceptance)
and False Reject Rate (FRR) (proportion of mated pairs resulting in false rejection) together characterize the
accuracy of a recognition system for a given decision threshold. Varying the threshold trades FAR off against
FRR. In Figure 2, the FAR is the area under the
density function to the right of the threshold and the FRR is
the area under the
density function to the left of the threshold. In a more general framework, we can express
the two errors as False Match Rate (FMR) and False Non-Match Rate (FNMR) [40].
The Equal Error Rate (EER) is the point at some threshold (
) where FRR = FAR, i.e. where the areas
marked under the two curves in Fig. 2 are equal.
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Figure 2: Impostor and genuine distributions with classification error definitions.
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Figure 3: Receiver Operating Curve (ROC).
Rather than showing the error rates in terms of probability densities as in Figure 2, it is desirable to report
 
 

system accuracy using a Receiver Operating Curve (ROC) [13, 26]. An ROC is a mapping
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as shown in Fig. 3.
Note that in a typical recognition system, all the information contained in the PDFs is also contained in the
ROC. The ROC can be directly constructed from the probability density functions as
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Quite often a measure of “goodness” 1
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This measure was originally developed to measure the separability of two equivalent normal distributions.

3 Six most commonly used biometrics
The most commonly used automated biometrics are: (i) fingerprint; (ii) face; (iii) voice; (iv) iris; (v) signature
and (vi) hand geometry. We will provide a brief description of each of these biometrics.

3.1 Fingerprint
Fingerprint is the mother biometric and the most widely used biometric. The advent of several inkless fingerprint
scanning technologies coupled with the exponential increase in processor performance has taken fingerprint
recognition out of the criminal identification applications to several civilian applications such as access control;
time and attendance; and computer user login. Over the last decade, many novel techniques have been developed
to acquire fingerprints without the use of ink. These scanners are known as the “livescan” fingerprint scanners.
The basic principle in these inkless methods is to sense the ridges and valleys on a finger when the finger is
in contact with the surface of the scanner. The livescan image acquisition systems are based on four types of
technology:
Frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR) and other optical methods [14, 31]: This technology is by far the
oldest livescan method. A camera looks at the reflected signal from the prism as the subject touches a side
of the prism. The typical image size of 1” 1” is converted to 500 dpi images using a CCD or CMOS
camera. Many variations of this principle, such as use of tactile sensors in place of a prism and the use
of a holographic element [23], are also available. The main issue with these scanners is that the reflected
light is a function of skin characteristics. If the skin is wet or dry the resulting image is significantly hard
to process.


CMOS capacitance [17]: The ridges and valleys of a finger create different charge accumulations when
the finger touches a CMOS chip grid. With suitable electronics, the charge is converted to a pixel value.
Normally at 500 dpi these scanners provide about 0.5” 0.5” of scan area. This can be a problem as the
two images acquired at two different times may have very little overlap. They also tend to be affected by
the skin dryness and wetness. In addition, these devices are sensitive to electrostatic discharge.


Thermal [21]: The pyro-electric material in the sensor measures temperature changes as the finger is
swiped over the scanner and produces an image. This technology is claimed to overcome the dry and wet
skin issues in the optical scanners and can sustain higher static discharge. However, the images are not
rich in gray values.
Ultrasound [5]: An ultrasonic beam is scanned across the fingerprint surface to measure the ridge depth
from the reflected signal. Skin conditions such as dry, wet and oil on the skin do not affect the imaging
and the images better reflect the actual ridge topography. However, these units tend to very bulky and
require larger scanning time than the optical scanners.
Recently non-contact [2] fingerprint scanners have been announced to avoid problems related touching a surface
for scanning the fingerprint.
The most commonly used features are ridge bifurcation and ridge endings collectively known as minutia
are extracted from the acquired image. The feature extraction process starts by examining the quality of the
input gray-level image. Virtually every published method of feature extraction [28, 22] computes the orientation
field of the fingerprint image which reflects the local ridge direction at every pixel. The local ridge orientation
has been used to tune filter parameters for enhancement and ridge segmentation. From the segmented ridges,
a thinned image is computed to locate the minutiae features. Usually, one has to go through a minutiae postprocessing stage to clean up several spurious minutiae resulting from either enhancement, ridge segmentation
or thinning artifacts. The main goal of the fingerprint authentication module is to report some sort of distance
between two fingerprint feature sets accurately and reliably. The authenticate function has to compensate for (i)
translation, (ii) rotation, (iii) missing features, (iii) additional features, (iv) spurious features and, more importantly, (v) elastic distortion between a pair of feature sets. Often storage and transmission of fingerprint images
involves compression and decompression of the image. Standard compression techniques often remove the high

frequency areas around the minutia features. Hence a novel fingerprint compression scheme called as Wavelet
Scalar Quantization (WSQ) is recommended by FBI. One of the main advantages of the fingerprint biometrics
is the high accuracy and low cost of the system.

3.2 Iris
Even though iris [41] is a relatively young biometric, it has been shown to be very accurate and stable. The
colored part of the eye bounded by the pupil and sclera is the iris which is extremely rich in texture. Like
fingerprints, this biometric results from the developmental process and is not dictated by genetics. So far in
the literature, there has been only a couple of iris recognition systems described. The primary reason being the
difficulties in designing a reliable image acquisition stage. Often iris recognition is confused with the retinal
recognition system which has a much harder-to-use input acquisition subsystem. In the Daugman system [8]
for iris recognition, the texture of the iris is represented using Gabor wavelet responses and the matcher is an
extremely simple and fast Hamming distance measure.

3.3 Hand geometry
Hand geometry based authentication is a limited scalable but extremely user-friendly biometric. The lengths of
the fingers and other hand shape attributes are extracted from images of a hand and used in the representation.
To derive such gross characteristics, a relatively inexpensive camera can be employed resulting in a overall low
cost of the system. As the computation is also fairly light weight, a standalone system is easy to build. As this
biometrics is not seen to compromise user privacy, it is quite widely accepted. However, hand geometry based
authentication systems are less accurate than fingerprint-based authentication techniques. It has high FAR and
FRR as well.

3.4 Face recognition
Face recognition [7, 30] is a particularly compelling biometric because it is one used every day by nearly everyone on earth. Since the advent of photography it has been institutionalized as a guarantor of identity in passports
and identity cards. Since faces are easily captured by conventional optical imaging devices, there are vast legacy
databases, of police mug-shots or television footage for instance, which face recognition will enable us to search.
Because of its naturalness, face recognition is more acceptable than most biometrics, and the fact that cameras
can acquire the biometric passively means that it can be very easy to use — indeed surveillance systems rely on
capturing the face image without the cooperation of the person being imaged.
Despite these attractions, face recognition is not sufficiently accurate to accomplish the large-population
identification tasks tackled with fingerprint or iris. One clear limit is the similarity of appearance of identical
twins, but determining the identity of two photographs of the same person is hindered by all of the following
problems which we can divide into three classes.
Physical changes: expression change; aging; personal appearance (make-up, glasses, facial hair, hairstyle,
disguise).
Acquisition geometry changes: change in scale, location and in-plane rotation of the face (facing the
camera) as well as rotation in depth (facing the camera obliquely).
Imaging changes: lighting variation; camera variations; channel characteristics (especially in broadcast,
or compressed images).

No current system can claim to handle all of these problems well. Indeed there has been little research on
making face recognition robust to aging. In general, constraints on the problem definition and capture situation
are used to limit the amount of invariance that needs to be afforded algorithmically.
The main challenges of face recognition today are handling rotation in depth and broad lighting changes,
together with personal appearance changes. Even under good conditions, however, accuracy could be improved.
There is interest in other acquisition modalities such as 3D shape through stereo or range-finders; near infrared
or facial thermograms, all of which have attractions, but lack the compelling reasons for visible-light face recognition outlined above.
In general, face recognition systems proceed by detecting the face in the scene, thus estimating and normalizing for translation, scale and in-plane rotation. Approaches then divide [6] into appearance-based and
geometric approaches, analyzing the appearance of the face and the distances between features respectively. In
many systems these are combined, and indeed to apply appearance-based methods in the presence of facial expression changes requires generating an expressionless ‘shape-free’ face by image warping. Appearance based
methods can be global [18, 34, 4, 12] where the whole face is considered as a single entity, or local, where many
representations of separate areas of the face are created. [33, 42, 32].
Considerable progress has been made in recent years, with much commercialization of face recognition, but
a lot remains to be done towards the ‘general’ face recognition problem.

3.5 Speaker identification
Like face, speaker identification [15] has attractions because of its prevalence in human communication. We
expect to pick up the phone and be able to recognize someone by their voice after only a few words, although
clearly the human brain is very good at exploiting context to narrow down the possibilities. Telephony is the
main target of speaker identification, since it is a domain with ubiquitous existing hardware where no other
biometric can be used. Increased security for applications such as telephone banking and ‘m-commerce’ means
the potential for deployment is very large. Speaking solely in order to be identified can be somewhat unnatural,
but in situations where the user is speaking anyway (e.g. a voice-controlled computer system, or when ordering
something by phone) the biometric authentication becomes ‘passive’. Physical and computer security by speaker
ID have received some attention, but here it is less natural and poorer performing than other biometrics. Speaker
ID is necessary for audio and video- indexing. Where a video signal is available lip-motion identification has
also been used [19, 11, 20].
Speaker identification suffers considerably from any variations in the microphone [16, 29] and transmission channel, and performance deteriorates badly when enrollment and use conditions are mismatched — as
inevitably happens when a central server carries out speaker ID on telephone signals. Background noise can
also be a considerable problem in some circumstances, and variations in voice due to illness, emotion or aging
are further problems that have received little study.
Speaker verification is particularly vulnerable to replay attacks because of the ubiquity of sound recording
and play-back devices. Consequently more thought has been given in this domain to avoiding such attacks.
We can categorize speaker ID systems depending on the freedom in what is spoken, this taxonomy based on
increasingly complex tasks also corresponds to the sophistication of algorithms used and the progress in the art
over time.
Fixed text: The speaker says a predetermined word or phrase which was recorded at enrollment. The
word may be secret, so acts as a password, but once recorded a replay attack is easy, and re-enrollment is
necessary to change the password.
Text dependent: The speaker is prompted by the system to say a specific thing. The machine aligns
the utterance with the known text to determine the user. For this, enrollment is usually longer, but the

prompted text can be changed at will. Limited systems (e.g. just using digit strings) are vulnerable to
splicing-based replay attacks.
Text independent: The speaker ID system processes any utterance of the speaker. Here the speech can
be task-oriented, so it is hard to acquire speech that also accomplishes the impostor’s goal. Monitoring
can be continuous — the more that is said the greater the system’s confidence in the identity of the user.
The advent of trainable speech synthesis might enable attacks on this approach. Such systems can even
identify a person when they switch language.
While traditionally used for verification, more recent technologies have started to do identification, one
particular domain being in audio and video indexing [3].

3.6 Signature verification
Signature verification [25] is another biometric that has a long pedigree before the advent of computers, with
considerable legal recognition and wide current usage in document authentication and transaction authorization
in the form of checks and credit card receipts. Here the natural division is into on-line and off-line, depending on
the sensing modality. Off-line or ‘static’ signatures are scanned from paper documents where they were written
in the conventional way [27]. On-line or ‘dynamic’ signatures are written with an electronically instrumented
device and the dynamic information (pen tip location through time) is usually available at high resolution, even
when the pen is not in contact with the paper. Some on-line signature capture systems can also measure pen
angle and contact pressure [10], providing a much richer signal than is available in the on-line case, and making
the identification problem correspondingly easier. These additional data make on-line signatures very robust to
forgery. While forgery is a very difficult subject to research thoroughly, it is widely believed that most forgery
is very simple and can be prevented with even relatively simple algorithms.
Because of the special hardware needed for the more robust on-line recognition, it seems unlikely that
signature verification will spread beyond the domains where it is already used, but the volume of signature
authorized transactions today is huge, making automation through signature verification very important.
Naturally, signature verification can be generalized to writer identification with the same categories (text
dependent/independent) as speaker verification, but as a working biometric technology, attention has focussed
on signature.

4 Standards, standard databases and interoperability issues
For wide acceptance of biometrics, standards for interfaces and performance evaluation are necessary. Several
standards are in the process of being developed and promoted. NIST has been playing an important role in
designing several fingerprint databases [37, 38, 35, 36, 39] and conducting speaker verification tests. The US
Dept. of Defense runs the FERET face recognition test. BioAPI [1] is a standard for the application programmer
interface allowing the decoupling of biometrics-technologies from the applications that use them. At the hardware level, the devices for biometrics still remain non-interoperable except when sharing a common existing
standard such as NTSC video.

4.1 Which biometric?
In this section, we will compare the six biometrics presented earlier. The comparison is based on the following
factors: (i) cost; (ii) accuracy; (iii) representation size; (iv) scalability; (v) maturity and (vi) obtrusiveness; and
is summarized in table 2. Depending on the application in hand, not all biometrics will be suitable for it.

Maturity
Best FAR
Best FRR
Scalability
Sensor cost
Sensor type
Sensor size
template size

Fingerprint
very high







High
$100
Contact
small
200 bytes
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Speech
high

Face
medium
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Medium
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Unobtrusive
very small
2K bytes

L
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$50
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small
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Iris
high
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Very high
$3000
Unobtrusive
medium
256 bytes

L






Signature
medium

low
$500
contact
large
10 bytes



L

L






medium
$300
contact
medium
200 bytes

L

L

Table 2: Comparison of six popular biometrics.

5 Conclusions
The existing methods of automatic authentication involving knowledge or possessions have a number of limitations, particularly in that they can be transferred from one person to another. Automated biometrics can address
that problem while overcoming the other problems such as lost, sharing and forgery of other authentication
methods. Automated biometric systems can be modeled as a pattern recognition systems. We have presented
six popular biometrics and a comparative evaluation of them.
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